## Mummification Instructions

### You will need:
- One knife
- One hook
- Amulets
- Canopic jars
- Resin
- Fake eyes and hair
- Palm oil
- Makeup
- A dead body
- Water from the River Nile
- Natron
- 375 m linen

1. Wash the body in palm oil and water from the River Nile.
2. Pull out the brains through the nostrils by using a hook.
3. Cut out internal organs with a knife. Place the liver, lungs, intestines and stomach into the correct canopic jars.
4. Now leave the body to dry in some natron for about 40 days.
5. After 40 days, stuff the body with some linen.
6. Apply makeup, fake eyes and hair to make it look beautiful.
7. Wrap the mummy in linen from head to toe. Place the odd amulet into thewrappings as you go. Also, place a Book of the Dead papyrus roll in the mummy's hands.
8. Now wrap a whole piece of cloth around it one more time and your mummy is ready!